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Abstract—COVID-19 contact tracing has rapidly emerged as
a dynamic field of endeavor, with different countries taking
different approaches, both politically and technologically. In this
paper we examine the situation of Australia’s development of
a COVID-19 contact tracing application (which is in reality a
proximity tracing application) as a case-study. Both technological
and societal elements are considered, in particular, the delivery of
poor protection, or the perception of poor protection, of privacy
and civil liberties to negatively impact the adoption of such an
application, and thus hamper its potential.

The rest of the paper explores this digital-politic nexus and
tensions within crisis response, and examines the trade-off can be
improved through increasing public trust of such technologies by
improving their actual and perceived privacy and human rights
properties without reducing their medical effectiveness. Lessons
for humanitarian organizations are extracted from this.

I. INTRODUCTION

A wave of government issued technology responses are
being implemented globally in response to the COVID-19
pandemic. Around the world, governments have leaped at the
opportunity to implement technical responses in the form of
facial recognition cameras [1], surveillance drones [2], digital
currency welfare pay-outs [3], artificial intelligence [4], and
digital public health rating systems, as used in China [5].

While public-health and safety amid crisis is imperative,
the data rights and privacy policy responses that occur at this
critical juncture, and afterwards, must be carefully considered,
because they directly influence the adoption and effectiveness
of these technologies to reduce the pandemic’s human cost.

B. Structure of this paper
The remainder of this paper briefly reports on global digital-

political responses to COVID-19 (Section II), with a par-
ticular focus on Australia’s evolving response (Section III)
and COVIDSafe tracking application (Section IV), before
moving on to discuss privacy concerns and their impacts on
humanitarian interventions (Section V), an exploration of what
could be done to improve the situation (Section VI), and
surfacing lessons from this crisis for humanitarian responders
and organizations (Section VII).

II. IMPORTANCE OF DIGITAL-POLITICAL RESPONSES

As COVID-19 has spread, so have smartphone-based
contact-tracing applications. Countries that already leverage
Bluetooth or GPS based tracking apps include China, Singa-
pore, Israel, South Korea, Czech Republic, Poland, Macedonia
and Ghana [6]. Some have taken a centralized approach to
digital contact tracing, by integrating back-door data sharing
capabilities within popular e-commerce or chat apps. For
example, the Chinese Government worked with native ‘super
app’ providers Alipay and WeChat to roll out a pseudo-
optional, pervasive approach to data sharing [7]. Others have
attempted to minimize government access to, or responsibility
for, user data and have offered opt-in applications, like that of
Singapore’s TraceTogether [8].

Various nations that are still designing and considering an
app-based response include Germany, the European Union, the
UK [9], Russia [10], New Zealand and Australia [11].

In the European Union, there is not yet consensus on
whether to use centralized or decentralized approaches to
contact tracing. For example, Germany initially backed the
Pan-European Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing (PEPP-
PT) [12], a centralized, GDPR (General Data Protection Reg-
ulation) compliant, standard to support international interoper-
ability while deploying contact tracing solutions at the local
level. Following criticism from the scientific community and
refusal by Apple to facilitate centralized collection methods,
the German government reversed its decision to support a
decentralized solution [13], while other European states, such
as France or the UK, still back the centralized approach [12].

Despite these conflicting approaches on how to best trace
and store epidemiological data, there is also political interest
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A. Contributions
The key contributions of this paper are:
1) A snap-shot of the COVID19 contact-tracing mobile ap-

plication trends around the world, viewed as an accelera-
tion of pervasive government and corporate surveillance.

2) A case-study on the evolution of Australia’s COVID-19 
contact tracing app.

3) Evidence that protecting privacy and other human-rights 
is important for the effectiveness of humanitarian in-
terventions that necessarily impinge on civil liberties, 
privacy and other human-rights.

4) Possible policy responses and technical attributes to im-
prove digital-political responses to crisis and reflections 
on lessons learned for the humanitarian 
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in how these apps can inter-operate to create a global database
of phone generated tracing data [14], [15].

The centralized approach impinges more on the privacy
and civil liberties of citizens than a decentralized approach,
that avoids the creation of any large data-set that describes
the social or other interactions of people. This can result
in diminished trust, adoption, and compliance, which can in
turn affect the contact tracing effectiveness, as most of a
population is required to participate for them to be effective
[16]. Furthermore, a decentralized approach reduces the risks
associated with holding and protecting this sensitive data.

The reason most people are required to use a contact
tracing app for it to be effective is mathematical: If p is the
proportion of the population use the app, then the chance of
any given transmission being detected is n2. If n = 0.12, the
proportion of the Australian population using the app at the
time of writing, then only n2 = 0.0144, i.e., about 1.4% of
transmissions will be detected. Even at the government’s target
of 40%, this still results in a detection rate of only 20%. To
raise the detection rate to just 50%, 71% must run the app.

Therefore every aspect of such an contact tracing system
must be carefully handled, so as to avoid creating opportunity
for mistrust or mis-use, whether the digital system itself, or
the political messaging and actions surrounding it. In the
following section, we examine Australia’s response, and where
opportunities for further minimizing these effects might exist.

III. AUSTRALIA’S DIGITAL-POLITICAL RESPONSE TO
COVID-19

Australia’s digital-political response to the COVID-19 pan-
demic has evolved over time. Three key stages so far are as
follows: (1) Public messaging and release of a COVID-19
informational app that does not do contact tracing [17]; (2)
Access of mobile phone location data under existing laws to
verify social distancing [18]; and (3) Public messaging and
release of a COVID-19 contact tracing app [19]–[21]:

A. COVID-19 Informational App

At the end of March, the Australian government released an
informational app, i.e., not contact tracing, built as an extension
of Facebook owned ‘Whatsapp’. The goal of this was to help
Australians “Stay up to date with official information and
advice about the corona virus ... situation.” This app is not
particularly contentious, and is mostly mentioned only to avoid
confusion with the second app, which does contact tracing.

That said, it does have an important role to play in providing
the public with up-to-date information on the COVID-19
situation in Australia, and Australia’s policy settings on that.
In this regard, it is a helpful communications tool.

B. Accessing Mobile Phone Data to Verify Social Distancing

Existing legislation that allows Australian authorities to
access mobile phone data for law enforcement purposes is
already in place. This has been used to gain data about the
degree of adherence to social distancing [18]. It is also possible
that it has been used to verify self-quarantining. However,

the secrecy provisions of the request mechanisms mean that
the mobile network providers are not able to confirm if they
have had any such requests made to them, although, they have
‘complied’ with requests from the government [18].

Indeed, it is the lack of transparency in this situation that
has created caution and distrust. Or rather, it is the repeated
theme of the opacity of surveillance that seems to be the key
problem of digital crisis responses, and one that feeds into the
third element in significant ways.

C. Lead-up to, and Introduction of COVIDSafe App

The introduction of a contact tracing app in Australia was
anticipated for two weeks, with the government announcing its
intention to introduce an app, which was subsequently made
available in late April [22].

This was preceded by considerable announcements regarding
what the app would, and would not do, and whether it would
be mandatory to use it. The Australian government are seeking
an adoption rate of 40% or higher. Early statements indicated
that there was consideration of making its use mandatory [16],
and that it might track user’s location, before being forced to
explicitly exclude those policies [23]. These early missteps,
together with issues relating to the collected data being under
the control of a foreign cloud-server provider stimulated the
Australian public’s collective memory of mission-creep in
surveillance in Australia. [24].

For example, using mobile phone meta-data to prosecute
illegal sign posters [25], when the initial provision was created
to address terrorism. In total, the Australian Federal Police ac-
cessed phone and/or internet meta-data more than 20,000 times
in one year – including that of journalists, as they investigated
the source of a story that embarrassed the government [26].
This investigation escalated to the raid of a journalists home,
which the Australian High Court found to be unlawful [27].

Together with residual concern about the security of data
held by the government [28], there is considerable hesitance
among Australian commentators, industry experts and aca-
demics to install the contact tracing app [29], [30], even as
government officials explain that restrictions could be relaxed
sooner if the app is adopted more broadly [31], [32].

IV. AUSTRALIA’S COVID-19 CONTACT TRACING APP

The Australian Government’s COVID-19 contact tracing
app, COVIDSafe, is based on Singapore’s TraceTogether app.
TraceTogether works through Bluetooth (RSSI) based mobile
phone contact-tracing [33]. The application itself is opt-in and
not compulsory to access any other public services.

Users set a PIN locally in the app. The Ministry of Health
collects the mobile phone number of participants as well
as a randomly generated UserID, which is cryptographically
hashed. Proximity data is collected in a peer-to-peer fashion via
Bluetooth, when a user comes within signal range of another
phone that has the application. Public announcements say the
application uses a decentralized approach to data management
as all users’ data are stored locally on the user’s device
and deleted after 21 days, or, if diagnosed with COVID-19,
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are uploaded to a centralized, third-party Amazon web-server
cloud database [24]. Early analysis indicates that app mostly
does what it claims, and is well built [19].

If diagnosed, a user can voluntarily share their proximity
data with the Ministry of Health by disclosing the locally
generated PIN. The Ministry of Health manages the private
key to decrypt the UserID and access the contact-tracing data
logs. The data is then used to by the Ministry of Health to
contact people that have been in proximity with those affected
for faster tracing and diagnosis.

Data is claimed to be exchanged between phones after 10
– 15 minutes of being in contact, the length of interaction
which most people should be able to recall over the last
fourteen days, as with traditional contact tracing interviews.
Although examination of the app has revealed that it exchanges
and retains data immediately, without first waiting for the 10
– 15 minute contact period [19], despite the government’s
statements to the contrary. This is an obvious by-product of
the Bluetooth signal, which continually picks up as much
proximity data as possible [34]. This has fuelled resistance to
the application among the Australian public. Full specifications
and source-code for the app are still to be released, although
the government has promised to do so.

While there are sensible technical and legal reasons for these
behaviors, the contradictory messaging that has resulted does
not help to increase confidence in the app by the Australian
public. Communications in crisis must be clear and decisive.
Contradictions increase the likelihood of citizens being more
critical of the privacy intrusions of digital interventions, either
necessarily as intrinsic to contact tracing, or as conscious
design decisions by the government, such as the choice to
mandatorily record postcode and telephone number.

V. PRIVACY CONCERNS

There has been a diversity of responses from the Australian
public to the privacy issues raised by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Already, some 3 million Australians have downloaded and
installed the app in its first week, and 1 million on the first
day, indicating at least tacit approval of the trade-off of privacy
and related civil liberties. Whether adoption will continue to
grow at this rate, or whether the existing installations represent
the majority of those willing to install it, remains to be seen.
However, it is clear that conceptions of what are necessary,
proportionate and appropriate privacy measures differ between
the government and the public.

One response of populations observed by the authors in
crisis scenarios when it comes to government surveillance and
information collection at scale is “I’ve got nothing to hide”
[35].

Yet, the fallacy of the “nothing to hide” argument is that
privacy is not stolen in a single, one-directional attack. Privacy
is a layered construct. It is a principle embedded (built) into
technical, legal, moral, economic and societal layers of norms,
and it also shapes these norms. This means that privacy is won
or lost incrementally. It is the mass aggregation, social network
mapping, data mining, secondary use and de-anonymization

after collection that may potentially erode human dignity and
both digital and social rights.

COVID-19 has been coined the new War On Terror, with
mass compliance to changes in data rights and privacy encour-
aged in the interests of public health and, ultimately, national
security, similar to that seen post the September 11 terrorist
attacks [36]. At the same time, COVID-19 is also inaugurating
a new era of global pandemic surveillance with ripple effects
at the societal level that are yet to be fully understood.

The problem with government issued applications designed
in conjunction with closed, proprietary interests is that citizens
have little say over the scope of data collection about them or
“the development of private platforms, run by private entities,
with often opaque decision-making processes, behavioral an-
alytics and identity profiling and data on-selling” [37]. The
design, implementation and use of complex socio-technical
systems must be driven be the interests of users [38].

Privacy, both as a principle and as a human right, is the
responsibility of everyone. “Most Australians are concerned
about their privacy online and are concerned about privacy
violations by corporations” [37]. As a structural problem, pri-
vacy can be addressed through both top-down policy measures,
as well as bottom-up technology features to still achieve the
necessary aims of contact reporting, public health and safety.

A better response by government, could be to openly share
contact tracing requirements, and allow industry and the open-
source community to discover innovative solutions, with vary-
ing degrees of respect for privacy. As long as solutions were
interoperable, people could choose according to their level
of comfort and cooperate with government to own the crisis
response.

A. Setting Privacy Precedence: The Privacy of the Singapore
App

While the Singapore’s TraceTogether app design purportedly
blends considerations for individual data privacy preservation
with centralized crisis response for efficiency, it is not clear
how privacy-friendly it is from a user perspective. The appli-
cation collects anonymized data about the user’s device, such as
phone model [39]. Furthermore, the Temporary ID’s exchanged
between phones via Bluetooth is generated by encrypting the
User ID with a private key held by the Ministry [40].

Although the privacy statement of TraceTogether is more pri-
vacy aware than most proprietary applications that smartphone
users accept daily, the full source code and documentation is
not available for others to audit the code base [8].

Users can request that their data be revoked from storage,
however, this requires further data sharing in the form of an
email address and a level of trust that data will actually be
permanently expunged.

Adopting the Singapore app approach in Australia has both
advantages and drawbacks to be considered. What people find
acceptable as a level of privacy in one context, such as was
acceptable for 20% of Singapore’s population at the peak of
the crisis, may not apply to another environment, such as
Australia’s largely contained COVID-19 curve [41]. This is
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particularly relevant if tracing data is linked internationally
across jurisdictions and expanded for other purposes, such as
travel immunity passports.

B. Privacy Concerns with the Australian App

While acknowledging the importance of public health, the
breadth and depth of privacy concerns arising from mobile
phone-based contact-tracing cannot be downplayed.

The Australian Government finally launched its opt-in phone
application on April 26, 2020, aiming for 40% adoption [31].
Less than 48 hours later, 2.5 million Australians are reported to
have downloaded the app, while app related hoax text messages
started to circulate [42]. Given the burden of responsibility
on Governments to manage a centralized database of critical
information on their population against hacks from malicious
third-parties, localized proximity data storage on users’ phones
until diagnosis and warning of others is a wise approach [43].

Authorities in Australia have previously been criticized for
working with telecommunication providers to access personal
phone data and enforce mandatory home isolations without
announcement or permission [25], [27], [44]. This level of
digital surveillance is also prolific in China and the USA.

In times of crisis, governments trend towards expansive,
top-down, centralizing measures because they are convenient
and clear to administer [45]. However, they present challenges
to privacy and democratic freedoms and accountability. The
populace tends to recognize this implicitly: that governments
do what is convenient for themselves above what the public
perceives as being in the public interest. Importantly, this is
independent of what intervention is actually being proposed. If
a government gives unclear messaging in an unfolding situation
when there is perhaps not a complete understanding of the
implications of what is being proposed, in a rapidly evolving
policy area, then the public will tend to suspect the worst.
It is critical to limit the protracted nature of this tension in
a crisis. As seen in Australia with the time and attention
given to developing and explaining a contact tracing app,
efficiency is not always achieved by resorting to the centralized,
authoritarian model for the sake of efficiency.

This seems to be the case in the Australian COVID-19
tracking app context as the tension played out between how
the app should be designed and administered. The first stratum
of this debate is whether the app should be mandatory or
voluntary, with the Prime Minister and the Deputy Chief
Medical Officer not ruling it out and the Prime Minister saying
it would not be compulsory but encouraging Australians to do
their ‘national service’ [16]. The second stratum is whether
the app is able to trace people’s location, with the Minister for
Government Services promising ‘There is no geolocation, there
is no surveillance, there is no tracking’. Thirdly, the app was
claimed to be based on the Singapore’s only recently open-
sourced TraceTogether design, but the Government would be
publishing the source code [20].

The Australian research and cryptography community have
actively engaged in analyzing what is known about the Trace-
Together application to escalate concerns and suggest improve-

ments for a more decentralized, privacy-preserving approach
[46]. In the current community anxiety about the use and mis-
use of data, the Australian Government has been forced to
acknowledge it will be difficult getting people to download an
ambiguous app [29].

Following multiple Government clarifications, it appeared
the app will use the more private model, whereby data stays
on the phone under user control until infection is confirmed,
rather than the model which collates all contact data from all
Australians and creates a pervasive surveillance database. Yet
this has not been the case as the situation has unfolded.

The conflicting messaging surrounding privacy from the
Australian government during the development of the COVID-
19 tracing app continued with the announcement that the
contract for the online services, presumably including the
database, had been awarded to Amazon [24]. This is significant,
because: (1) It means that a foreign controlled entity will be
in control of highly sensitive data about Australians; (2) It
provides an end-run for Australian law enforcement and secret
services to access the data via the Five Eye’s intelligence
sharing mechanism, because any law prohibiting Australian
distribution of the database would not apply to the USA’s
intelligence community, who would be able to use their legal
powers to compel Amazon to divulge the data, from where it
could be freely handed over to their Australian liaisons. Thus,
apart from the self-evident reality that information critical to
national security, which COVID-19 has shown must extend
over public health data, should not be dependent on foreign
entities or government, precisely because it is globalized supply
chains that have been hit hardest.

Whether they were planning the former or the latter from the
outset is difficult to tell, noting that the app or the code has not
yet been released at the time of writing. What is clear is that
the lack of transparency during the early stage of the process
left room enough for Australians to quite reasonably jump
to conclusions at the worst-case scenario end of the possible
solution space the government might be considering.

C. Privacy Concerns Go Global

The TraceTogether development team is encouraging inter-
operability with similar applications, meaning that the data of
Australian citizens could potentially feed into an international
tracing database. The World Health Organization (WHO) is
also advocating for interoperability between contact tracing
apps [47]. The European Union has begun working on an
EU Bluetooth based phone tracking application for the entire
continent. With the emergence of a vernacular of ‘disease
surveillance’, concerns with a global database are linked to ac-
cess, control and many of the broader discrimination concerns
of digitally linking multiple sources of identification data [48].

The WHO is also developing specifications for their appli-
cation, including localization into many lanuages [49]. It is not
yet clear whether this will simply be an informational app, or
would participate in national contact tracing systems, although
UI mock-ups suggest the former.
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The EU has similarly proposed an anonymized and ag-
gregated data pool by June 2020 for modeling, prediction
and containment, including confinement [50]. De-anonymizing
social network data has been possible for over a decade
[51]. Furthermore, de-anonymization powers being afforded to
Ministers are being considered in some jurisdictions [52].

Contact-tracing apps will require API changes from both
Apple and Google to be most effective. This has contributed
to an unprecedented partnership between Apple and Google
for deployment of the world’s largest population monitoring
capabilities for the sake of contact-tracing [53]. The stated
aim of these corporates is to integrate contact-tracing into the
operating system layer, meaning that the closed, proprietary
settings of the technology are not optional.

The convergence between private, profit-driven technology
companies and government issued digital solutions in crisis is
fraught with risk. The Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) is currently suing Google for misleading
Android users about location data and is reportedly worried
about the “market power” of centralized platform providers
[54]. These misleading screen prompts are known as dark
technology patterns, designed to coerce user behavior not to
their advantage [55]. Despite the ACCC case against Google,
Australian law enforcement and security agencies can already
access the meta-data on everyone’s phone calls, text messages
and emails [56]. Contact-tracing apps increase these hazards.

Both individual data privacy preservation and centralized
crisis response for efficiency are necessary. However, with
Australian COVID-19 cases under reasonable control, there is
time to construct and iterate on a carefully considered digital-
political response. A number of alternative policy and technical
approaches can be considered to address the actual problem of
virus tracing for faster reporting and testing.

VI. WHAT CAN BE DONE?

There are a number of possibilities for enacting positive
change in this area, so that both human rights, including privacy
and civil liberties, and the public health objectives of digital
contact tracing, can be better met. One framework to evaluate
digital technologies in society is in terms of code, markets, laws
and norms [57]. By analogy, we consider policy pathways and
obfuscation (laws and norms), technology design approaches
and cryptography (code) and hardware (markets).

A. Policy Pathways

If we believe in trust, democracy and the political process,
then some of these concerns with the Australian Government’s
smartphone contact-tracing application can be addressed with
proper due diligence in an open consultation process.

Pleas for careful consideration of COVID-19 related surveil-
lance measures are taking place in the US, with a number of
open letters calling for respect for human rights through:

• Only lawful, necessary and proportionate surveillance
• Temporary, time-limited powers with clear sunset clauses
• Data collection and aggregation only used for responding

to the COVID-19 pandemic

• Government responsibility for sufficient cyber-security
• Addressing discrimination in the use of tools like big data

analytics and machine learning algorithms
• Transparency, including legally binding and publicly

shared data sharing agreements, where applicable
• Effective remedies for accountability against abuse and

timely information sharing of any changes in terms
• Free, active and meaningful stakeholder participation [58]
• Open-sourcing all elements of the system, so that back-

doors and faults can be identified and corrected, and also
to allow concerned parties to build their own versions of
the applications, rather than having to trust a third party
to not modify the source code before compilation.

The EU’s app development consortium promises a privacy
preserving app that adopts some of the Singapore approach,
but with a heavy emphasis on GDPR compliance and an open
call to technology and design communities for input [14].

The European Commission has compiled a detailed list
of virus app policy considerations. EU Member States are
converging towards effective app solutions that minimize the
processing of personal data and recognize that interoperabil-
ity between these apps can support public health authorities
and support the reopening of the EU’s internal borders. The
proposed approach is stated to be voluntary, approved by the
national health authority, privacy-preserving and dismantled
when no longer needed [50]. These policy approaches require
trust in government and due democratic process.

It is imperative to interrogate design approaches and options
as well, given the necessarily reactive nature of political-digital
responses in crisis, the complex interests of numerous public
and private stakeholders involved and what is at stake for
populations around the world.

Protecting public health over privacy is a false dichotomy.
This is where the opportunity for governments to do digital
responses well, by advocating for trust-less digital infrastruc-
ture that supports a healthy, robust democracy. Trustlessness,
the need to not rely on technology, government or businesses
to safely handle data, can be in-built through cryptographic
mechanisms and design to help protect end user privacy and
more effectively aid public-health through increased adoption
due to the trustability of digital guarantees over legal ones.

For trust-less (or trust enhancing) digital infrastructure, both
cyber and physical elements of digital infrastructure must be
considered [59]. That is, not only does the software elements
need to be robust and trustworthy, such as the COVID-19 app,
but also the devices that it runs on, i.e., mobile smartphones,
and the up-stream infrastructure on which they depend, such
as cellular networks and cloud-based service infrastructure.

B. Technology Design Approaches

Contact-tracing technology is not a new area of research, yet,
previous scientific approaches have not been heavily referenced
in the rush to design brand new phone apps [60]. Privacy re-
searchers have warned the app needs to be more decentralized,
so that the central servers that store the IDs do not become
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honeypots for potential hackers [46]. The centralized servers
of multilateral organizations have been a target of successful
hacks in recent history [61].

For example, even if the app is secure and privacy respecting
and able to be audited, it must still run on proprietary smart-
phones that are not trustable from the end-user perspective.
Aside from security vulnerabilities, laws like the Assisted
Access Act in Australia mean that government can access any
and all data on a smart-phone [62]. For end-users, the security
of their data is based on promises and actual behavior of the
government and its agencies, rather than on physical trustability
of the digital infrastructure that they are using.

A number of well-respected industry individuals, groups
and companies from around the world have openly published
contact-tracing app guidelines, including CCC [63] and the
TCN Coalition of privacy-first advocates, who have published
Data Rights for Digital Contact Tracing and Alerting [64].

A technical response must consider the integration of these
design features and especially not be linked to a person’s
phone or other personal identifiers. This includes cryptographic
primitives, hardware and obfuscations.

C. Cryptography — Trust in Maths

The basic principles of a technology-based traceability re-
sponse could also be informed by cryptographically secure,
decentralized design principles. The origins of blockchain data
sets are based on the tenants of decentralization of data and
privacy. The fundamental mechanisms that could be consid-
ered include cryptographic primitives; such as homomorphic
encryption and zero-knowledge proofs (that cryptographically
prove information without revealing personal data) [65].

MIT’s Private Kit: Safe Paths team has released the code
base for a Privacy-by-Design COVID-19 GPS and Bluetooth
tracing app [66]. They are reportedly planning another iter-
ation of the solution with safer server hashing by having a
hashing server and a storage server, controlled by two different
organizations to avoid hash-cracking [67]. A team at McGill
University have proposed the use of mix networks, to route
hashed location trails through multiple servers to obfuscate the
location and time-stamps from any particular user [68].

D. Hardware — Smarter than a Smartphone

Contact-tracing can also be addressed with hardware, by
foregoing the assumption that the technical solution must be
mobile phone based. One such example of an alternative
hardware design being supported by the NLnet Foundation
is Simmel [69]. The design is a pen-like device (Figure 1),
which is a wearable hardware beacon and for Bluetooth based
or NUS ultrasound frequency contact tracing, that can be
handed in to health experts if diagnosed. Simmel is a viable
approach to safely de-link personal data identification points,
while achieving public health objectives for contact tracing.

E. Obfuscation — Method in the Madness

Obfuscation is the method of evasion, protest and sabotage
against digital surveillance by deploying more data, rather than

Fig. 1. Simmel is a small disposable hardware device the can perform contact
tracing alone. Being single-purpose, and transparent in design and operation
it is designed to help user’s protect their privacy, and engage with contact
tracing without unnecessary fear of mis-use of their data. Image copyright
Bunnie Huang. Apache License v2.

less [70]. One such method is differential privacy. Differential
privacy is a method of injecting precise amounts of statistical
noise into results drawn from data-sets, to protect individuals
from being identified in aggregated data with mathematical
guarantees of privacy. Differential privacy has been proposed
by the Open Technology Institute in the US [71].

These examples and the efforts of teams around the world
demonstrates that there are better approaches to contact-tracing.
Adopting privacy- oriented design principles can greatly ben-
efit and protect the public sector and public policy makers
from the risks associated with database management and geo-
political targeting. Governments can leverage this opportunity
to increase adoption and protect their constituents avoiding data
convergence and keeping data points separate, including phone
number, location data, digital identity, digital currency and
digital health records, and support industry experts to develop
best practice digital public health interventions.

The success of smartphone traceability apps to improve
reporting and testing will also depend on norms of how the
apps are used in society [72]. Technology solutions to a people-
based problem frequently have unintended consequences.

VII. LESSONS FOR HUMANITARIAN ORGANIZATIONS

The contact-tracing app debate highlights some important
lessons for humanitarian response groups regarding the role,
design, deployment and communications of crisis response
technologies. These issues touch on the challenge of capability
maintenance in a complex and hostile cyber environment.

The effort required for humanitarian responders and agencies
to select, vet and operationalize physical digital infrastructure,
such as smart-phones, is considerable. Such devices become
rapidly outdated and receive non-transparent software updates.

Meanwhile, installing software updates invalidates any prior
security analysis, because the software domain has mutated.
This amplifies the amount of work required to maintain such
capabilities, and together with the previously discussed prob-
lems of legal back-door access to devices from potentially
multiple jurisdictions, makes almost any modern digital device
rationally untrustable [73]. This is why initiatives that can cre-
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ate long-term sustainable digital infrastructure and capabilities
are critical to ensuring the mission of humanitarian endeavors.

These issues are not limited to contact tracing, but are of
relevance to the general use of smart-phones and computers in
humanitarian contexts.

Unfortunately, digital communications infrastructure is
viewed as a subordinate element by most humanitarian aid
organizations, despite being fundamental to crisis response
efficiency, as demonstrated during COVID and numerous other
cases of crisis response. Communications infrastructure is
rarely tackled in a systemic and strategic manner with suf-
ficient resources, to identify and create long-term, pre-emptive
solutions. Relying on commercial, off-the-shelf products is
not a solution to this problem, as it delegates trust to the
commercial vendors, and does not in any way mitigate the
long-term capability security maintenance or trust issues.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

During any crisis, political and digital responses are com-
plex. Australia’s (and many other nations) political-digital
COVID-19 response demands continued attention and iterative
improvement. As useful as these tools are for public health,
they could easily be misused post-crisis to intrusively manage
the public’s health, identity, wealth and movement and create
precedence for this scale of response in other crises.

Passing of crisis legislation and imposing digital monitoring
mechanisms surfaces tensions between the digital lives of entire
populations and civil liberties and the trade- offs that need to
be considered in the design and integration of digital tools.

Greater collaboration is required by both researchers and
practitioners in the humanitarian fields of endeavor. On the
one hand, solutions that respect privacy and human rights need
to continue to be developed by industry experts in readiness,
according to the human rights principles of transparent, tem-
porary and proportionate. On the other hand, humanitarian
practitioners need to continue to advocate for, and where
possible influence in favor of deployment of such technologies.
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